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but in May weather still wearing an overcoat and scarf, after enquiring and know 
that she was a pre-matured baby. So I arranged with her to make use of the holiday 
period, one days’ time, firsts I requested her to quiet down the heart and relax, my 
daughter and me two people with four hands, followed teacher Lin’s method, 
standing steadily, relaxed. My daughter applied adjustments to C7 and C6, the rest 
C5, C4, C3and C2, the heart, liver and kidneys for me to adjust, for 2 hours did not 
stop. I and my daughter feeling tired, and then we had a rest. While applying 
adjustments, my mouth felt very dry, palm of hands have pins and needles feeling, 
we drink about 700cc of water, continued with the adjustments after 30 minutes 
rest. While at chakras 3 and 2, could feel some cold air around my hands, asked the 
student and she said she was feeling cold, hot in the head, and I feel happy and 
reassured her, that’s the reaction of getting well. Offered to her to drink 700cc of 
water, had another rest. Then followed with the third stage of adjustments; thereof 
from 10 o’clock applying adjustments until 5 o’clock in the afternoon. After she 
got home and informed us of her safe return, she said she had never felt her body 
so light, she felt very comfortable travelling in the car, did not feel cold, did not use 
the scarf. Because of the place of work and the timing, she is not able to learn 
Longevitology in the immediate future, but she listens, keeping every day life 
normal, doing deep breathing exercises before sleep, until now did not stop. 

Apart from those, other conditions such as overwork, stroke, eye problems, 
sprained injuries etc to share, in here, better not to write too much.  

I am very grateful, heaven given me this fortune, getting close to 
Longevitology. Although not a medical doctor, but able to help people, I often 
think “human being”, apart from the help with money, there should be some other 
way that you can help other people “, very grateful, I found it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Symptoms and adjustments : Flu – C7 + C5 + affected area. 
                        Frail and weak body – all the chakras. 
                        Sprained injury – C7 + affected area. 
                        Overwork – C7 + C6 + whole head. 

                        Eye problems – C7 + C6 + head + liver. 


